
JOBx

A Digital Solution for Job Analysis
A Must-have for Every Employer To Support Return To Work, Injury Prevention, 
Candidate Selection, Health & Safety

Employers know they need Job Analyses, yet few have them. They cost too much, 
get out of date quickly and are disruptive when completed by third parties. 

The Crawford EmployerWORKS Jobx is the fi rst shareable, comprehensive 
database encompassing the physical, cognitive and environmental demands 
specifi c to over 30,000 jobs taken from the NOC, DOT, and ONET. 

Conducting a physical demand analysis (PDA) starts with accessing one of 
our Job Profi les, which is then customized to meet the exact demands of each 
job. You can upload videos of an employee performing the job and artifi cial 
intelligence (AI) generates a report of human skeletal motion and injury risk 
potential within minutes! The customized PDA can be added to the company’s 
proprietary database, and made shareable to everyone with the right of 
access; in real-time. All at the fraction of a cost of a traditional 
jobsite analysis.

JOBX Digital Job Profi les over the conventional method:
Actionable

return to work 

Faster
Completing a job analysis in minutes instead of 
days/weeks

Eliminate the need for consultant onsite visits, 
saving time and money

Cloud-Based
DJP’s are stored online for easy access, updating 
and sharing with health teams

Standardized
Delivering consistency across the entire business; 

Trusted
Used by national payers to document job function 
and expedite RTW

Accurate 
AI determines frequency, posture, reach & other 
kinematics 90% more accurately 

Protects 
Validate Pre-Work Screenings, Post-Injury Tests 
and EEOC and ADA Compliance.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT
  

Barbara Staring,  
Vice President, National Account Executive, Crawford & Company (Canada) Inc.  

 

705-817-3578 
barbara.staring@crawco.ca

TO MAKE A REFERRAL PLEASE CONTACT OUR
  

Intake Department at  
1-866-852-6601 ext 2561 or ext 2165  
medical@crawco.ca

Testimonials:

Large Food  
Services Provider:  

I completed 54 Job Profiles 
in one day saving $34,000 

is consulting fees.

Large Hospital Group:  
We love Digital Job Profiles. 

They are the best...

Transport Authority:

  

We share DJP’s with our 
healthcare teams... helping 

them understand the 
demands of work…
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